Abstract

EduHub portal is a web-based application which helps end user to find any particular type of institute such as school, colleges, any private classes with searching criteria like preferred location, subject and news. The increasing searching of institutes and changing scenario of the environment today has made more people to search for better career and potential. This situation has prompted many to move to education hub portals to look for the ways that has been accepted and fully useful in institute searching. Education hub portal brings information together from diverse source in a uniform way. Updates to the members about recent changes in any information which is an additional feature. In EduHub portal latest scripting technologies like HTML, CSS, java script and PHP are used. Unique feature of review blog for posting reviews has been added. In this portal Star rating system is use by using jQuery and Ajax to user can rating any institutes by knowing its features and facilities such as infrastructure, staff members, etc. In this portal use MySQL database to store all institutes information.
EduHub Portal using Star Rating System
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